
The Fast ForWord programme is a learning 
acceleration software based on over 30 years of 
neuroscience research, designed for education 
institutions, English language learning centers, and 
clinical specialists worldwide. 

The Fast ForWord programme develops key 
cognitive skills that enhance learning. The 
strengthening of these skills result in a wide range 
of improved critical language and reading skills 
such as phonological awareness, phonemic 
awareness, fluency, vocabulary, comprehension, 
decoding, working memory, syntax, grammar, and 
other skills necessary to learn how to read or to 
become a better reader.

Students work on the Fast ForWord programme 3-5 
days a week for approximately 8-12 weeks. In 
studies, students have experienced in gains reading 
skills averaging 1-2 years.  

What are the Learning MAPS?
Memory—hold information and ideas short- and long-term, essential for word recognition, comprehension of 
complex sentences, and remembering instructions.

Attention—the ability to focus on tasks and ignore distractions.

Processing—see images and distinguish sounds quickly enough to discriminate their differences, a 
prerequisite for phonemic awareness and reading.

Sequencing—a cognitive skill that relies on memory, attention, and processing and is essential for mastering 
phonics, word fluency, reading and oral comprehension.

What do Fast ForWord Products do?
Reading and learning require a variety of cognitive skills that must function effectively in unison. Fast ForWord 
products develop Learning MAPS skills, critically important prerequisites for successful learning. When 
Learning MAPS are stronger, students are able to benefit better from instruction. 

Giving your brain the complete workout

The Fast ForWord Programme



Frequency and Intensity — brain plasticity research 
demonstrates that completing a set of learning tasks in 
a frequent, intense timeframe accelerates learning.

Adaptivity — interactive exercises automatically adapt 
to individual skill levels and responses, adjusting the 
learner's content exposure and targeting correct 
responses approximately 80% of the time, which 
maintains challenge and motivates success.

Simultaneous Development — each exercise focuses on 
a specific set of reading or language tasks and 
simultaneously develops underlying cognitive skills 
such as memory, attention, and processing.

Timely Motivation — for the brain to learn, students 
must be active, attentive, and engaged. Rewards are 
provided on the first attempt only, a proven 
neuroscience motivation technique.

Successful outcomes of Fast ForWord?
Improvements noted by parents and students include: Improved reading and comprehension, increased 
attention span, improved auditory processing abilities, easier to follow spoken instructions, learning becomes 
quicker and more efficient, better knowledge of the English language, more communicative/ expressive skills 
and improved academic results.
 
Which Fast ForWord programme? 
•   (5 to 9 years old)
Children below the age of ten (lower primary) are recommended to start with the Fast ForWord LANGUAGE 
Series, specifically, LANGUAGE V2. This builds foundational primary school listening, reading and language 
skills to help students learn successfully in the general classroom. Subsequently, they will advance to 
LANGUAGE to READING V2. Once the two language programmes are completed, students progress to the 
READING Series – READING 1 to READING 3.

•   (10 to 18 years old)
Children who are already ten or above (upper primary and secondary) would benefit from the Fast ForWord 
LITERACY Series, namely LITERACY and LITERACY ADVANCED.  These build foundational auditory, language 
and reading skills in upper primary and secondary schools students. Similarly, students would progress to the 
READING Series – READING 3 to READING 5 after completion of the LITERACY Series. 

How do Fast ForWord products work? 
Neuroscience research has demonstrated the importance of several principles—frequency and intensity, 
adaptivity, simultaneous development, and timely motivation—to effect change. The Fast ForWord products 
use these principles to accelerate student learning.

“Learning becomes 
quicker and more 
efficient...”
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